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The Dance 2017 – Top crew line-up 

 
The urban dance crews lining up to compete on 20 May 2017 are among the world’s best, and their moves and 
choreographies are set to take Switzerland by storm. Brandishing national and international accolades, 
these amazing teams will battle it out to impress the jury. The best crew will ultimately lift the title and take 
home considerable prize money – in addition to the fame and glory.  
 

On 20 May 2017, ten of the world’s best urban dance crews will 
compete against one another at the Hallenstadion Zurich for 
the second time. Crews from around the globe will put their 
skills to the test: Team USA, Team Russia, Team Switzerland, 
Team France, Team Japan, Team Germany, Team Italy, Team 
UK, Team Sweden and, of course, defending champions 
Morning of Owl from South Korea. All the crews are the best in 
their own country and have already picked up a number of 
national and international titles. Together on May 20th, they 

will get the foundations of the Hallenstadion rocking and whip the audience into a frenzy. 
 
Famous crews from around the world 
 
Super Cr3w, winner of Season Two of the MTV show “America’s Best Dance Crew”, represents Team USA. These 
highly experienced dancers have been an established part of the scene for years now, and have already picked up 
a number of titles. The group and each of its individual members live by the motto “Follow your dreams and never 
give up”, a positive attitude that has seen the boys invited to appear in music videos for huge stars such as 
Fergie, Madonna, Gwen Stefani, Missy Elliott, Sean Paul and Sir Paul McCartney. 
 
The Russian crew OBC have been dancing together since 1998. One year after forming the group, they joined up 
with the guys from Togliatti to take part in the competition “Ready to battle”. This is where OBC’s career began. 
Team Russia is made up of dancers from right across the entire country, and is one of its leading crews. They 
have already proved their amazing ability in diverse TV projects such as “Battle for Respect” and “Urban Dance 
Hit”. 
 
Team Switzerland is united not just by their love of dance but also by a deep friendship stretching over many 
years. The DBZ Fam crew grow together from year to year and have already made an international name for 
themselves. Now they are delighted to have the opportunity to show off their skills in front of a home audience. 
 
Team France is a mix of members from the crews DC Vortex, Serial Stepperz, Paradox-Sal, Hype& Spicy, 
WANTED Posse and VAGABOND. Their new motto “Time to change the rules... and create new ones” seems tailor-
made for this crew, whose aims are to blend female power with male sensitivity and face new challenges 
together. 
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Team Japan is represented by MORTAL COMBAT, a crew whose talented members worked at Universal Studios 
Japan for several years. They now run the Mortal Combat Academy and hold workshops around the globe. As well 
as passing on their expertise to young and enthusiastic dancers, they also take part in battles and showcases, 
such as Japan Dance Delight, which they succeeded in winning four years in a row – the only crew ever to do so. 
 
Team Germany is made up of dancers from the crews K.Mifa, KERAMIKA, Star Wars Crew and The School, and 
each of its eight members is from a different background. But that doesn’t matter, as they are all top dancers 
who have been performing at different events and competitions throughout the world for more than 10 years. The 
team is full of creative artists who approach their art with enormous passion. 
 
The dancers who make up the Mnaighty Force crew come from all over Italy and are determined to show what 
they can do. All the members of Team Italy are drawn from three famous crews: MNAIS, whose dancers appeared 
on an Italian TV show; NORD FORCE, which has already appeared on “Italia’s Got Talent”, and MIGHTY SILCY, which 
has already won a number of national and international battles. 
 
Team UK is represented by Prototype, a group formed from some of the best dancers in the United Kingdom. The 
crew has had a strong impact on the dance scene since it was first created in 2011, winning events such as Street 
Dance Kemp and Funkin’Styles. 
 
Team Sweden is the Northern Lights crew, consisting of eight dancers from different crews such as Soulswear, 
The Iconic House of Ninja, P*erfect, House of Prodigy, Octagon and Grounded. With their different styles, 
characters and experiences, they form a unique team. The crew boasts winners of Juste Debout, Streetstar and 
Latex Ball amongst its members. The love of dance and self-expression unites the dancers, and their versatility is 
one of their greatest strengths. 
 
The winners of The Dance 2016 will also be here second time around to defend their title. Morning of Owl is a 
dance crew from Suwon, South Korea, whose creative shows have strongly influenced the B-boying community. 
Team South Korea has already won several breakdancing competitions worldwide. 
 

 
Find out all about the crews and the event on the http://thedance.ch website. 
 
 

The Dance 2017 
On 20 May 2017, ten of the world’s best urban dance crews will compete against one another at the Hallenstadion Zurich 
for the second time. Judged by an impressive jury of respected names and fired up by pulsating beats played by world-
famous DJs, the crews will spur each other on to more and more amazing performances, making dance history in the 
process. Top-class sponsors: The Dance 2017 has the honour of naming no less than Samsung, Swisscom and Mazda as 
its main sponsors. Mazda and ck one are co-presenting partners. 
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